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1. INTRODUCTION 
Questions of correctness (uniqueness, tability, and existence) of the solutions of differential 
equations describing some phenomena are important in mathematical simulation. In this case, 
the generality and internal consistency of the mathematical model for phenomena under study 
play a significant role. In particular, the Biot system of equations is often used in problems 
of exploration geophysics to describe wave processes in layered media with seams of porous oil- 
saturated rocks. This system, however, does not always describe wave processes adequately. 
2. THE SYSTEM OF EQUATIONS OF POROUS 
MEDIA WITH FOUR ELASTIC CONSTANTS 
In [1,2], by using the Lagrangian equations in classical mechanics, the following equations of 
the filtration of a liquid in porous elastic-deformation media are obtained: 
Ot---~(pnU+pi~V) =NAU+V[(A+N)d ivU+QdivV] -bF(w)  (U -  V) + X, 
(i) 
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0 2 0 
Ot 2 (P12 U + P22 V) = V [Q div U + R div V] + b F(w) ~-~ (U - V) + Y. (2) 
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Here U and V are the displacement vectors of particles of the elastic porous body and the 
liquid, respectively, A, N, Q, R are the elastic constants of the Biot theory, Pll, P12, P22 are the 
mass densities, X, Y are the mass forces, b. F(w) is the dissipation coefficient, and the function 
F(w) = El(w) + iF2(w) ,  F2(w) > 0, i 2 = -1. 
As is shown in [1], in the Biot model there are three propagation velocities of seismic waves in 
the absence of energy dissipation: ct is the velocity of transverse wave, cll ct2 are the first and 
second velocities of longitudinal waves. 
Let us consider, for the Blot system of equations (1),(2), the Cauchy problem with the zero 
initial data 
o U 0 u It=o= ot It=o= v It=o= ~ v I,=o= 0. (3) 
Since Im F(w) > 0, due to the fact that the functions U, V, X, Y and the constants A, N, Q, 
R, b are real, we separate the real and imaginary sides in the Blot system of equations (1),(2) 
and obtain two Cauchy problems. Solving these Cauchy problems using Green's tensor [3], we 
obtain 
u = v = 0, (4) 
W = [ H( t  - T, x -- ~) ~'(T, ~) d¢ dT. (5) 
JR 4 
Here g -- (Hlm)6x6 is Green's tensor for problems (1)-(3), W = (U, V) -r, ~" = (X -bF l (w)  (Ut -  
Vt), Y + bFl(W) (Ut - Vt)) n-, T is the transposition sign. 
Comparing equality (4) with equality (5), we see a contradiction, i.e., the Cauchy problem 
for the Biot system of equations in the dissipative case is nonunique. Hence, its statement is ill 
posed. 
Let us note some weak points of the Blot theory. 
1. The construction of the model does not comply with general hydrodynamic s hemes for 
the description of the medium, for instance, the Navier-Stokes equation. 
2. There is no one-to-one correspondence b tween the elastic constants A, N, Q, R and the 
propagation velocities of seismic waves ct, ch, and cl2. 
3. The Cauchy problem for this model in the case of energy dissipation is ill posed. 
4. The model does not make it possible to extend the system of differential equations 
uniquely, for instance, with allowance for electromagnetic processes. 
3. THE SYSTEM OF EQUATIONS OF POROUS 
MEDIA  WITH THREE ELAST IC  CONSTANTS 
A nonlinear mathematical model of the filtration of a liquid into a porous elastic-deformation 
medium is constructed in [4-6]. It is based on the following three basic principles: satisfaction 
of conservation laws, the Galilei relativity principle, the consistency of the equations of motion 
with the thermodynamic conditions of equilibrium. It is shown that the system of equations 
linearized with respect o an arbitrary hydrodynamic background in the reversible hydrodynamic 
approximation (in the absence of energy dissipation) is hyperbolic 
~2U 
Ot 2 c2tAu - (al - c~)  Vdivu+a2Vd ivv  = 0, (6) 
02v 
Ot 2 a4 V div v + as V div u = 0. (7) 
Here u and v are the displacement velocities of the elastic porous body and liquid with the partial 
densities Po,8 and Po,z, respectively, al = 2K/  po - c~ /3  - K /  po,8 - apo,~, a2 = Po,zPo- 1 ( K / po,~ - 
apo), as = K /po  - aPo,s, aa = apoj ,  K = A + 2#/3, Po = Pod + Po,s, A, #, a = as Po + K /p~ - 
are the elastic parameters of the porous medium [7]. 
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In this model, there are also three types of acoustic oscillations: transverse oscillations and 
two longitudinal types of oscillations. The velocities ct, ct,, (m = 1, 2) in terms of the elastic 
parameters A, #, a of the partial densities of the elastic porous body P0,, and the liquid P0,1 are 
expressed by the following formulas: 
V/# ct= , c lm=B.=hv~. -b . ,  (m = 1,2), Po,s 
B,  o~3 p~ + 1 , 
- --- i--  7po A + (2/3)1, Po,~ 
b._P0 , t  A+2#[K  (1 K ) ] 
po,~ po A~-~ + p°2~3 ' 
(8) 
(9) 
After determining ~ from (8) and substituting it into (9), we obtain a quadratic equation in 
Z -- p02 ~3. We choose the positive solution of this equation. After simple transformations, 
taking into account hat  2 B.  = c21 + c 2 b. = c~, • c 2 12, 12, we obtain an expression for the coefficients 
ak, k = 1,---4 in terms of the velocities ct, %, (m = 1, 2) and the relation between the partial 
densities P0,1 and P0,8 
a 1 ~ - -  
a 3 ~ _ _  
po "3 p~) ct + po po 
PO,s (c2 +c22_25_  4_c) a4 : pO's ( c2, +c22 -4  2) Po,s-Po, I -  7 3 , - -  -~c z, 
Po Po Po 
1 ( 8pO,sc2t) ÷11 16 po,lPO,Sc~ "
Note that  as the porosity vanishes, i.e., as P0,~ --~ 0, the system of equations (6) transforms 
into the Lam6 system of equations for the homogeneous medium. 
A generalization of the nonlinear mathematical  model of the filtration of a liquid to obtain a 
model of the porous elastic-deformation medium constructed in [3-7] for the case of electromag- 
netic, gravitational, and other processes can be found in [8-10]. 
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